
Made in Italy
Made in Italy

The people of Emilia Romagna eat more, care more and talk about food more than anyone 
else in Italy” Claudia Roden – “The Food of Italy”

Upgrade to a European cooker without having to upgrade your kitchen. Emilia EM Series 2 
compact cookers are the perfect European solution for anyone wanting to upgrade from a 
standard white cooker.

Emilia Glem designed this cooker in Italy specifically for the replacement market in Australia 
where the 53cm width allows an Emilia EM cooker to fit into the space of a standard white 
cooker. No need to change cupboards or modify benches. It is the easy way to update your 
kitchen with a European appliance.

Heart of the kitchen
53cm STAINLESS STEEL COOKERS



Glem Gas Australasia Pty Ltd 

Unit 26, 10 Straits Avenue,  
South Granville, NSW 2142   

PO BOX 63 Blaxcell PO,  
South Granville, NSW 2142

Telephone: (02) 9721 2755     
Facsimile: (02) 9721 2766 
info@glemgas.com.au 
www.emiliaglem.com.au

Local charge 1 300 307 917

The descriptions and images in this brochure apply to the specific products at the date of publication. Glem Gas has  
a policy of continuous product development and product specifications may change without notice. Please check with  
the retailer that this brochure correctly describes the products that are being offered for sale. Glem Gas should not be  
held responsible for any errors in this brochure caused by inaccuracy in printing or transcription.

Warranty: Glem products are covered by a two year warranty, on parts and labour and conditional to our Warranty policy.

Service: Glem Gas has an Australia wide service network available. Call 02 9721 2755 for assistance.

EMILIA EM SERIES 2 COMPACT COOKERS
There are two oven options to choose from:  
EM534MVIB2 - Clean, efficient, economical gas oven with 
fan assistance or EM534EI2 fan forced electric oven.

EM534MVIB2 – FAN ASSISTED GAS OVEN

An easy installation with a simple 10 amp plug in connection 
l 4 burner gas hob
l Heavy duty cast iron trivets
l Fan assisted gas oven
l Static gas oven function
l Fan assisted electric grill function
l Static electric grill function
l 60 minute timer
l LPG conversion kit included

EM534EI2 - FAN FORCED ELECTRIC OVEN

Still an easy 10 amp plug in electrical connection 
l  4 burner gas cooktop
l  Heavy duty cast iron trivets
l  Fan forced electric oven
l  Fan assisted electric grill function
l  60 minute timer
l  LPG conversion kit included

EM RANGE FUNCTIONS
GAS FAN OVEN FUNCTIONS

ELECTRIC OVEN FUNCTIONS

FAN FORCED
Fast heat up and rapid cooking from a 
circular element around a fan that pushes 
the heat through for maximum efficiency.

FAN ASSISTED ELECTRIC GRILL
The grill element operates with fan 
assistance which is excellent for thicker 
cuts of meat.

OVEN LIGHT

FAN ASSISTED GAS OVEN
Gas baking with fan assistance. Eliminates cold 
spots when cooking on more than one shelf. 
Great even heat distribution.

FAN ASSISTED ELECTRIC GRILL
Electric grill element operates with fan 
assistance.

STATIC GAS
Gas baking without fan assistance for those 
times when you don’t air movement in the oven.

STATIC GRILL
Electric grill element. Closed door grilling for 
improved efficiency and cooking smell retention.

OVEN LIGHT
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TWO OVEN OPTIONS
There are 2 models available. Both have a 4 burner gas hob. The EM534MVIB2 has  
a fan assisted gas oven and the EM534EI2 has a fan forced electric oven.

LARGE OVEN CAPACITY
The oven capacity is 67 litres with 60 litres of usable space. That’s the same capacity  
as a European 60cm freestanding cooker.

INTEGRAL GRILL WITH FAN ASSISTANCE
Both models have electric grills and grilling is within the oven cavity with the door closed 
keeping odours out of the kitchen and improving efficiency. Having the grill inside the 
cavity allows for a fan assisted grill function that distributes the heat evenly and creates 
the perfect cooking environment for grilling cuts of meat.

HEAVY DUTY CAST IRON TRIVETS
Durable, stable and safe cast iron trivets are normally only on larger cookers.  
The Emilia EM Series 2 is a market leader with this feature.

STORAGE COMPARTMENT CONVENIENCE
The storage compartment under the oven allows for the storage of baking trays  
and cooling racks placing them right where you want them.

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE FLEXIBILITY
The cooker is height adjustable up to 910mm to perfectly match your bench height 
or install on a plinth to build the cooker into your kitchen. An optional stainless steel 
kickplate can be easily installed for that final finishing touch.  

REMOVABLE INNER DOOR GLASS
The inner door glass is removable making it easy to clean inside the door.
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Distinctively Italian 


